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RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR DISMISSAL (D-6
REDACTED

COMES NOW JAMES R. BULLOCK, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, and hereby submits the following
Response to defendant's D-6 "Motion to Dismiss for Failure to preserve evidence." ln response to the
Defendant's motion, the People reply as follows:

1. The Defendant has requested dismissal of this action for an alleged violation of the Defendant's
Due process rights which occurred during the performance of the autopsy by the Medical
Pathologist conducting the autopsy.

2. [n determining whether the defendant's due process rights were violated by the
failure of the we begin with the principles established in the seminal case of Brady v.

Maryland,373 U.S. 83, 83 S.Ct. 1l94,l0L.Ed.2d2l5 (1963)

3. For convenience in analysis, the Brady v. Maryland criteria commonly have been broken
down into three parts: (1) suppression by the prosecution after a request by the defense,
(2) the evidence's favorable character for the defense, and (3) the materiality of the
evidence. Id.l7l Only if all three parts of the test are met is there a due process violation.

4. There never was a request by the Defense prior to the test being performed. The practice
utilized by the forensic pathologist goes to the weight of the opinion of the Dr. and does
not rise to the level as asserted by the Defense that the People destroyed evidence.

5. The mere assertion by the defense that the practice of the pathologist was improper is
their opinion but does not render the results of the autopsy inadmissible, and no facts
asserted by the Defense establish that the people acted in bad faith. The law is
overwhelming that in order for this Court to determine that the facts alleged by the
Defense can serve as the basis for dismissal is only if the people acted in bad faith.

6. It will be the testimony of Dr. Lingmelter, the forensic pathologist that the test performed
were appropriate, and necessary for the determination of the testing and that there was no
other way to preserve the testing subsequently requested by the Defendant.



WHEREFORE the People pray that any order that the Motion of the Defendant be denied
and for such further relief as to the Court is proper.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
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James R. Bullock, #14020
District Attorney


